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A Monster Hit: #1 on the New York Times' Manga Best Sellers list!It's bad enough that Kimhito is

stuck hosting not one, not two, but three sexy Monster Girls--and is forbidden by law to touch any of

them, no matter how much they come on to him--but now, he's going to have to marry one of them!

Which will it be: the sensuous, serpentine Miia; Papi the Harpy, who has boundles enthusiaism and

absolutely no personal boundaries; or the noble (and extremely busty) centaur, Centorea? Kimhito

decides to get to know each one of these unearthly creatures a little better before he makes his

choice--with disasterous results!And that's not all the strange and titillating world of Monster Girls

has in store for our hapless hero. See what new adventures, mishaps, and fan service await Kimhito

in Volume 2 of Monster Musume!
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OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist and author who is best known for Monster Musume.

Poor Kimihito, just when he was starting to get used to having three lovely monster girls under his

roof, their handler throws a new wrinkle and suggests that he marries one of the three, be it

magnificient Miia, precocous Papi, or curvacous Centora. But the news does not come at a good

time, as the full moon in hanging high and all three girls are feeling their "animal" instincts. Now he

has to deal with making a big decision, deal with Miia's reptilian nature when she needs him to help

her, and learn more about the monster world and the creatures in it - or he might not even MAKE it



to the altar.this story picks up right where the last one ended and does not let up. With each story

comes new developments, new characters (especially the lovable Suu), and more problems for our

poor host hero. And unlike other series, he knows all three of the girls care for him and love him in

their own ways and he does come up with a solution to the problem showing that he has a brain as

well a good heart. A series like this should get an anime series going and if so I will have to buy it

when it comes over to the states. I can not wait for the next book to see what happens next.

We're all here for the same reason. You don't actively look for a Monster Musume book for no

reason. Unless maybe you're buying it as a gift for a friend that likes the series. I like Monster

Musume and my friends look at me like "Yup, that's our weird anime lover."Content-wise: I loved the

book.Physically: Book was sharp, clean, not sun-bleached.

This volume was very enjoyable. Less annoying puns. Though I must say, my favorite part of this

volume was the introduction of Suu and Papi's relationship with her. It really helped develop Papi's

character. I also like how the government is already changing laws (or bras) on interspecies

breeding. Really keeps the story moving. And lastly, we have the introduction of Mero the mermaid.

I love how the author keeps adding new characters while developing the old ones. But I can't help

but wonder...how many characters is he gonna add? We shall see! Bottom line is if you enjoyed the

first one, this one is even better! Well, see you again! ;)

comic book

Even though this story is famous for its' fanservice, it can actually be funny at times. Papi (pictured

on the cover) is a good comic relief character. This volume also introduces the character Suu, whom

I am hoping will be another good comic relief character.

I love monster musume series, this is a must have.

Well got to say its still awesome about this book monster girls comedy a lot and of course talking

and seeing what everyday monster girl are doing. Ms smith asking them to marry one of those three

but in the end probably a harem. Well to think miia cooking is bad but nasty. The slime just arrive

and they name is suu she will be awesome the slime but yeah this book here is good and great.



I've been reading this series for a long time, waiting for it to be released in the US. It's a fun,

lighthearted series, for slightly more mature audiences. I'd recommend if you watch anime and are

amused by the harem style anime where the Main Character (MC) is not entirely pleased with

what's happening/constantly suffering from misunderstandings and agony. This series is full of

amusing antics and scenarios, and has never failed to entertain.
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